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Abstract- Wireless sensor networks are going to allow for
ubiquitous health monitoring, improving users' well-being, the
healthcare system, and helping to quickly react on emergency
situations. Meeting the strict security needs of these ubiquitous
medical applications is a big challenge, since safety and privacy
of medical data has to be guaranteed all the way from the sensor
nodes to the back-end services, the system has to fulfill latency
needs, and lots of mobility is expected.
In this paper, we introduce a deployment model for wireless
sensor networks for pervasive health care based on the concepts
of patient area networks and medical sensor networks, and
propose a complete and efficient security framework for them.
Our security framework is organized into three layers,
addressing the operational requirements and security needs at
the patient area network, medical sensor network and back-end
levels. We specify how these layers are interconnected with each
other as well as the needed security mechanisms that allow for
the efficient and practical deployment of secure pervasive
health care systems based on wireless sensor networks.
Index Terms- Medical Information Systems, Medical Sensor
Network, Patient Area Network, Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

sensor and wireless communication
technologies are rapidly evolving and conquering new
application areas in the healthcare domain. Wireless medical
sensors (WMSs) are becoming smaller and more powerful,
allowing for ubiquitous usage of a wide range of medical
applications, such as chronic disease management. In the
simplest healthcare setting, a fixed set of WMSs forms the
user's patient area network (PAN) allowing for health
monitoring and measuring the user's vital signs. A gateway
can allow the user or medical staff to access, gather, or process
her medical data directly, or transmit it to a remote healthcare
service. The ubiquitous use of PANs enables pervasive health
monitoring of users in their daily life, improving their wellbeing and quality of medical care, yet allowing for cost
reduction in the healthcare sector [1]. Pervasive health
monitoring in these diverse situations and locations is carried
out by different organizations, such as surgeries, fitness
centers, hospitals, or retirement homes by means of a medical
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sensor network (MSN) allowing authorized parties, such as
medical staff, family, or sport trainers to access to the sensed
health information. Thus, PANs will not be isolated but will
interact, coexist, and become a part of a world of professional
MSNs, each comprising several thousands of sensors,
accommodating hundreds of users's PANs (see Fig. I and
related example). The exchange of users' medical data leads to
privacy and security concerns, hence basic security services
are required. These concerns become especially important
when a multitude of users and health institutions need to
interact with each other. To the best of our knowledge, the
concept of secure and safe ubiquitous medical sensor networks
and patient area networks, and their underlying relationships
have not been analyzed in the literature so far.
This paper addresses this open gap, and aims at describing a
security framework for the pervasive use of wireless sensor
networks in the healthcare domain. The contributions of this
paper are manifold. First, we describe our vision for the
deployment of medical sensor networks and patient area
networks enabling pervasive healthcare. Second, we introduce
our basic security model and the security requirements. Third,
we propose a security framework enabling the deployment of
secure pervasive PANs coexisting with MSNs , comprising the
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Fig. I. Application Scenario of pervasive PANs and MSNs: The health state
of a user, Robert, is monitored in a multitude of medical sensor networks
managed by a surgery, a healthcare institution, or a gym. Robert moves
between those MSNs, and different wireless sensors such as ECG can be
used in each MSN to form Robert's PAN and monitor his health state 24/7.
Robert's identity should be linked to his health data independently of his
location, time or medical equipment, while ensuring the privacy and security
of his health data when different MSNs and back-end services interact with
each other. Here, secure interaction should guarantee that medical data
measured in different environments is securely transferred without
endangering Robert 's privacy. This paper describes our security framework
and discusses the elements that enable efficient security in this context.

MSN, the PAN, and the back-end security layers Fourth, we
motivate and describe the main security mechanisms needed
in each of those layers. This paper pays special attention to the
PAN and MSN security layers and their interactions. Finally,
we provide a clear picture of the main system features, their
performance, and the system operation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe our vision and features of pervasive
medical and patient area networks. Section III focuses on the
specific security requirements of the envisioned system.
Section IV overviews our security framework. Sections V-VII
analyze each of the security layers of the proposed security
framework. Section VIII examines the features of the system
and illustrates its deployment and operation by means of an
application example. Related work is discussed in Section IX.
Section X concludes this paper.

II. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS FOR PERVASIVE
HEALTHCARE: OURVISION
Health monitoring is one of the envisioned applications of
WSNs [1][2]. In our vision, pervasive health monitoring based

on sensor nodes comprises three main functional components:
the medical sensor networks (MSNs), the patient area
networks (PANs), and the back-end services. An MSN is a
wireless sensor network used at a specific location, and
operated by a given organization such as a surgery, a fitness
center, a hospital, or a retirement home. Thus, MSNs are
decoupled from each other as they may belong to different
organizations. An MSN might comprise a large pool of
wireless medical sensors (WMSs) used to monitor the health
state of the users in that location or health institution at a given
moment. Consequently, WMSs from different MSNs might
not be interoperable on the hardware and software level
because of technical incompatibilities or on the organizational
level due to different security policies. A PAN is a set of
WMSs associated to a user for any kind of health monitoring
activity. The WMSs comprising the user's PAN might belong
to the user (for instance, for health monitoring at home), but in
most situations, they belong to a specific MSN and are only
temporarily associated to that user. Therefore, the PAN
membership of a user's PAN in the pervasive healthcare
system depends on the user's location or healthcare institution.
The medical data sensed by means of a PAN in a specific
MSN can be forwarded to back-end healthcare services that
ensure the system interoperability, Le., it allows a user
carrying a PAN to move across MSNs operated by potentially
various different organizations, while her health state is
seamlessly and securely monitored.
Our model for pervasive healthcare is a combined model
between traditional healthcare, in which each healthcare
institution has complete control on the medical data, and a
patient-centric vision [9], where the patient controls her
electronic health information (EHI). In this setting, the MSN
defmition allows each health institution to control its own
workflow and policies. The PAN supports the patient-centric
vision which gives the user more control on her health
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information.
This pervasive use of MSNs and PANs presents
challenging technical and operational requirements. First, the
WMSs are (i) resource constrained devices with just a few KB
of memory, slow and short-word CPUs, and low-rate radios.
A key requirement for health applications concerns the (ii)
maximum allowed latency. For instance, real-time ECG
streaming requires a latency of less than 250 msec [19], and
PAN set up must be carried out within one second [18].
Especially important is the fact that the system must be (iii)
scalable in multiple respects: the pervasive healthcare
architecture must enable adding and integrating new MSN s,
e.g., in a new retirement home. Besides, a stand-alone MSN
can comprise thousands of WMSs. Finally, a PAN might
comprise a variable number of devices. Another concern refers
to the (iv) mobility of WMSs and PANs within and between
MSNs - a W MS can be dynamically re-associated to a
different PAN within a MSN; both patients and caregivers can
move within an MSN leading to frequent handshakes; besides
the same patient might move between MSNs and be attended
in different MSNs with different WMSs or medical
equipment. Finally, designing a healthc are system for
pervasive PAN s must take into account real-world
requirements such as the usual (v) medical workflow or
operation in an emergency.
III. SECURITY MODEL
A security framework for pervasive MSNs and PANs must
ensure basic security services. Privacy refers to the protection
of the users' identities and information from non-authorized
parties. Confidentiality is required to protect the users'
medical information in the whole system, from the sensor
nodes to back-end services. System users, either patients or
medical staff, as well as the exchanged medical information
must be authenticated at any moment. Information must be
protected against modification by ensuring its integrity and
freshness. Availability of the measured information and
medical devices must be guaranteed. Non-repudiation is
necessary to have proof of the performed medical actions.
These security services ensure patient's safety and privacy,
as required by healthcare alliances such as HITRUST [2] and
legal directives such as HIPAA [3] in the United States and the
European directive 95/46 on data protection [4]. Achieving the
above security requirements requires protecting users'
electronic health information (EHI) in the whole system, that
is, from the PAN's WMSs where the EHI is generated, to
other PAN members, e.g., a clinician's PDA requesting the
EHI; to the local MSN where the PAN exists at a given
moment; and to the back-end healthcare services. Besides,
each PAN must operate as a dynamic independent security
domain within an MSN where WMSs can securely join and
leave at any time according to access control methods running
on the PAN. The reason for this is that the WMSs forming a
PAN belong to the MSN security domain, but the measured
medical data belongs to the user. Thus, a PAN needs to be
protected and identified in a privacy-aware way so that the

PAN or sensed EHI can be neither tracked, nor linked, nor

disclosed without authorization.
Besides, the specific features of PANs and MSNs demand
specific features for the security mechanism. First, they must
be energy efficient, to minimize the memory needs especially
RAM, and consuming negligible amount of computational and
communication resources to avoid Denial of Service attacks.
Second, fast operation is needed in order to not disturb the
clinical workflow, e.g. during the ward round of a doctor, and
prevent attackers from launching DDS attacks. Third,
scalability is a must to enable a truly ubiquitous and secure
healthcare system for large numbers of MSNs and mobile
PAN s. Fourth, the system must allow for the secure but
unobtrusive, automatic, transparent, and verifiable association
of new WMSs or devices to the PAN security domain.
For our attack model, we assume that attackers have
universal communication presence in the whole system.
Second, we assume the existence of trusted and untrusted
devices. A trusted device cannot be compromised, as we
assume that it is located in a secure location or it is tamperresistant (e.g., a smart card). An attacker might corrupt
untrusted devices such as cheap sensor nodes. Third, the
adversary can compromise a small « 20%) percentage of
untrusted devices in each medical sensor network before being
discovered. Note that this small percentage might be a high
number of devices in absolute terms. Fourth, a single
adversary performs node compromise; hence, all leaked
information, either keying material from the MSN or the PAN
or medical data, is collectively known.
IV. OVERALL SECURITY FRAMEWORK
We propose a security framework for the pervasive
healthcare system based on WSNs described in Section II. We
focus on mechanisms for the privacy-aware management of
the medical data and the distribution and establishment of
secret keys that allow bootstrapping secure links to address the
security requirements identified in Section III. We combine
centralized and distributed security solutions in order to
provide an adequate balance between performance and
security requirements. Our security framework comprises
three complementary security layers addressing the
management of an MSN, a PAN, and back-end services. Each
layer provides specific security algorithms as well as the
physical elements and technologies needed in our framework
to fulfill the specific operational requirements and ensure for
seamless interaction between PANs, MSNs, and back-end
services. The main features of these layers are as follows.
The MSN security layer allows each healthcare
organization, e.g. a hospital, to manage the security in its MSN
security domain. It allows any pair of devices or users in the
same MSN to bootstrap a secure communication link and
identify each other. For this layer, we focus on lightweight and
distributed cryptographic methods for key establishment and
device identification. These mechanisms are (i) lightweight to
fulfill the delay requirements and save the scarce node
resources, and (ii) distributed to fit the medical workflow in
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MSNs: medical staff can communicate with any PAN they
encounter in a direct way, although both PANs and clinicians

are continuously moving. Note that this layer includes mobile
medical sensors and devices, but also other fixed environment
sensors used to measure, e.g., temperature or humidity.
The PAN security layer allows a user to manage the
security in her own patient area network and ensures the
secure disclosure of her measured medical data when
interacting with MSNs (e.g., clinicians in an MSN) and backend services. The security management of this layer is
centralized and it relies on a trusted device linked to and
controlled by the patient.
The back-end services security layer ensures the secure
operation of users' PANs interacting with and moving
between MSN s controlled by different healthcare
organizations. We assume a simplified centralized model for
this layer based on public-key infrastructure and a single
certification authority managing the healthcare system. Thus,
MSNs and PANs just have to enroll at the certification
authority to become part of the healthcare system owning
some secrets such as a pair of public/private keys and a unique
identifier. Note that more complex and robust models might
be necessary for this layer. This paper does not cover them as
our main focus is the interactions between MSN and PANs.
V. MSN SECURITY LAYER
The first layer of our security model for an isolated MSN is
based on our previous work presented in [7]. We summarize
this layer here, since the rest of the layers interact with it. The
security model for a stand-alone MSN relies on a central semionline trust center, a tamper-resistant central authority
operated by the MSN administrator used for entity registration
and keying material distribution. Entity refers to a wireless
medical sensor or actuator carried by a user or a monitoring
device used by a doctor, e.g., a PDA. Keying material refers to
the cryptographic information stored in each entity and that
allows for distributed key agreement, access control and
identification. Semi-online trust center means that the trust
center is not required for the above key agreement and access
control handshakes during system operation since they are
carried out in a distributed fashion.
We use lightweight security primitives based on
polynomials providing full connectivity between any pair of
entities belonging to the same MSN. In the basic approach
[10], a single symmetric bivariate polynomial f(x,y) of
degree a over a fmite field GF(q), where q is big enough to
accommodate a cryptographic key, is used to generate a
polynomial share for each entity. An entity IDz receives from
the MSN trust center and stores the share f (I Dz» y) generated
by evaluating the original bivariate polynomial in x = IDz .
Whenever a pair of entities needs to agree on a common key,
they exchange their identities and use their respective shares to
agree on a pairwise key (see (1)) by evaluating their respective
polynomial shares in the identifier of the other party. This
secret key enables further security services such as
confidentiality (see Section III) within the MSN by using the

AES (Advance Encryption Standard) coprocessor available in

many radio chips such as the CC2430.
K1DA,IDB

= f(IDA,y = ID B) = f(IDB,y = IDA)

(1)

Furthermore, an entity's identifier and polynomial share can
be cryptographically linked to a lightweight digital certificate
(LDC), a set of information encoding the real identity and
access control (AC) roles held by the MSN entity, by
calculating the identifier as the hash function hasht-) [15] of
this information [7].
ID z = hash(Name,AC Role = Doctor)

(2)

For instance, a security handshake carried out during the
operational phase of an MSN between a clinician PDA and an
ECG WMS looks as follows. First, both parties exchange their
respective identifiers and use them to agree on a common key
(see (1)). This pairwise key is used for entity authentication
within the MSN by means of, e.g., a challenge-response
handshake, session key derivation, or encryption by using the
AES coprocessor present on commercial sensor node
platforms [17]. Now, both PDA and ECG WMS check the real
identity or access rights of the other party by means of their
LDCs. For instance, assuming that the ECG WMS stores an
access control policy that allows role = doctor to read the
ECG, the ECG WMS can ask the PDA for its LDC verifying
that (i) this role is contained in PDA's LDC, and (ii) the hash
of the exchanged LDC is equal to the identifier used for key
generation (see (2)).
This basic approach allows implementing a combined and
very efficient security handshake for key agreement and
lightweight digital certificate verification [7] fulfilling the
basic operational requirements (Section III). These
requirements motivate the choice of these algorithms against
other solutions. In contrast to our solution, centralized security
architectures can lead to high delays due to multi-hop
scenarios or packet collisions [23]. Security handshakes based
on public-key cryptography require several seconds on sensors
leading to delays and making the system prone to DoS attacks.
VI. PAN SECURITY LAYER
The second layer is a patient-centric security layer designed
TABLE I.

to control the PAN security while interacting with the MSNs,
for instance, controlling the sensors of the MSN associated to
a user's PAN ensuring a secure communication link between
them [6][16]. This section identifies and addresses the three
central aspects in our design, namely (i) the physical elements,
technologies, and cryptographic elements comprising the PAN
security architecture (Sections VI.A and VI.B); (ii) the set up
of the PAN security domain when interacting with an MSN
and the cryptographic information used (Section VI.C); and
(iii) the basic security services in the PAN security domain
such as the management of the members of the PAN security
domain, the privacy-aware identification of the PAN and
generated medical data in different environments, and the
provision of access control (Section VI.D).
A. PAN Security Architecture

The PAN security architecture aims at transforming a PAN
into an autonomous security domain within an MSN. This
security layer is based on an entity called personal security
manager star (PSM*). Next section introduces the construction
of the PSM*. The PSM* allows the user to handle the security
relationships between the PAN's members so that only trusted
entities, either sensors or clinician staff, are actually admitted
in the PAN. A PAN does not contain MSN fixed sensors used
to measure, e.g., the room temperature, but the PAN can
retrieve context information from them. In contrast to the
MSN security layer, the PAN security architecture is
centralized because we assume one-hop (and fast)
communication link around the PAN. The PSM* is the key
element in this layer since it offers the functionalities for the
creation and control of the PAN security domain. This device
controls the secure association of new entities and ensures
high-end security services.
Observe that a PSM* like device is needed not only in
pervasive healthcare, but in any future pervasive environment
where the user is surrounded or owns hundreds of devices
interacting with her personal area network. The functionalities
of a PSM* are needed to handle which devices (or users) are
part of the PAN, and what are their access rights on our
personal area network.

PSM* SECURITY INFORMATION

Element

Target

Description

Unique Patient Identifier

HCC

Public/Private Keys

HCC

Master patient identifier that identifies the patient in the healthcare system. It is used to generate PAN pseudonyms
anonymizing user identity and sensed electronic health information (Section VI.D.2)
Public-key cryptographic information used for securing the communication link between PAN and back-end
healthcare systems as well as to ensure interoperability between the PAN and MSNs (Section VII)

Digital Certificate

HCC

Digital certificate signed by the central healthcare certification authority containing the UPI, public key, etc.

PAN Master Key

HCC

Master symmetric key used in the PAN security domain to generate PAN keys, EHI encryption keys (Section
VI.D.4) and derive privacy-aware pseudonyms (Section VI.D.2).

MSNKM

PSM

Keying material used for key agreement and

LDC

PSM

Information encoding the identifier and roles within the MSN and linked to the KM (Section V)

Access Control Policy

HCC

Log File

HCC

PAN

EHI Record

PSM

LDC verification with entities within the MSN (Section V)

Security policy specifying the entities that are authorized to join the PAN or have access to the EH I generated in
the PAN (Section VI.D.3)
Log file containing information about the PAN membership (Section VI.D.l), accesses to and actions carried out in
the PAN (Section VI.D.5)
Secure patient-centric health record containing the encrypted EHI generated in the PAN (Sections VI.D.4 and
VI.D.5)
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B. Patient Security Manager*
The PSM*of each user combines two different physical
devices to organize the security relationships between the
PAN members within and between different MSNs. These two
devices are a healthcare card (HCC) that belongs to the
patient, and a PSM that belongs to the MSN. The HCC is
tamper resistant to protect secret information (See Table I).
The PSM* is activated by plugging the patient's HCC into the
PSM . We differentiate between PSM*, PSM and HCC patient
to keep in mind the workflow in MSNs and pervasive
healthcare systems. While the healthcare card is a token tied to
and owned by the patient, the PSM is controlled by the MSN
and might be different in each M SN according to specific
MSN interfaces. Note that a PSM might take a multitude of
physical forms depending on the location or specific use - it
might be a bracelet, a mobile phone or a tag. The patient's
healthcare card acts as link for the patient's identity between
different MSN security domains, e.g., hospitals or fitness
centers. The patient's healthcare card plugged into an MSN
PSM form the patient's PSM* for that MSN . The PSM*
manages the PAN security relationships between the entities
associated to the PAN in that specific MSN and the back-end
healthcare services. Healthcare smart cards are already in used
in countries like Germany [18] for identification and payment.
We specify additional functionality for our HCC focusing on
the security management of pervasive PANs . On the other
hand, the PSMs are devices whose scope is limited to the
MSN in which the PSMs operate. Each PSM stores the MSN
keying material that ensures efficient intra-MSN security as
explained in Section V, and thus, it serves as secure interface
between the patient's HCC, which actually contains the
patient's information, and the MSN entities. Table I specifies
the stored information on the PSM* .
PSM*
_____ _________ !.: _~_s_f\!! ~ ~~! ~! ~~ _~':g~ ~~!

_

____ ___ __ ___ _!~ : ~?~~<!':~!i!~':~~!'~!'_a_".~~

_

__ ___ __ ___ __ ___ ! y:_~_~~ _'~~!~ ~~! i_c_a_t! ~ ~

_

____ ___ y::_~_s!':! _~~!~~~i!!'!~q". JLp_~_v_e!! fi~!'_t~~~l
_______ __ ______y!.: _EJ\.( !'t'_f\! ?~_c_u_r!!'t ! ~ f~l

_
_

Fig. 2. Secure Entiy Association Phase

C. Setting up the PAN Security Domain

Setting up the PAN security domain comprises two basic
steps, PSM* configuration and secure entity association.
The PSM* is configured when a patient joins the MSN by
inserting her HCC into a PSM. At this moment, a security
handshake (based on public key cryptography, see Section
VII) is carried out for mutual identification and authentication
of patient and MSN . Next, the HCC communicates with the
health certification authority to request specific configuration
information for that MSN such as access control policies.
Finally, the MSN trust center distributes a set of MSN keying
material to the PSM* . This keying material is linked to the
patient's lightweight digital certificate and contains the basic
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patient identification information. This information is used to
set up a secure communication link between PSM* and MSN
entities within the MSN as described in Section V. Once the
PSM* is configured, it is used for secure PAN association
based on body-coupled communication (BCC), i.e., determines
which sensor nodes belonging to the MSN can form a part of
the PAN. This protocol extends our previous work in [6]
where we focused on the unsecure association of an isolated
PAN. BCC is a competitive communication technology for
body area networks due to its low energy requirements, and
low inference level with respect to traditional wireless
communication [5][6]. BCC also has inherent advantages for
security since communication is restricted to the human body
preventing attackers from injecting forged messages or
eavesdropping on the communication [5][12]. Therefore, our
security framework requires the PSM* and WMSs to be
outfitted with a BCC interface. Fig. 2 depicts the procedure
followed for secure BSN association between the patient's
PSM* and an MSN entity trying to join her PAN . This general
protocol is carried out via the BCC channel, and thus, it is
restricted to those devices directly attached to the patient's
body. Steps I-V refer to the intra-MSN security handshake
explained in Section V.
If the entity is authorized to join the PAN, the PSM* sends
(step VI) the PAN security information to the entity. This
information includes the current (i) PAN pseudonym, (ii) PAN
key K p AN - i, (iii) key to secure the sensed EHI K(EHlli-r) with
access control level r, and (iv) LED blinking sequence. This
communication link is secured by means of the pairwise key
(step III) generated from the MSN polynomial keying material
(Section V). The PAN security information is updated
regularly differentiating sets of information from different
sessions. A session S, is a period of time, e.g., one hour,
during which a PAN employs the same set of PAN security
information. The PAN key is the network key of the PAN's
security domain. It is used for secure broadcast of PAN
configuration information within the PAN. As in [16], the
LEDs of the WMSs associated to a PAN synchronously blink
following a LED blinking sequence in order to allow clinicians
to visually check the correct PAN association of all the WMSs
in a simple way. The functions and details of the PAN
pseudonyms and EHI protection mechanism are explained in
Sections VI.D.3 and VI.DA respectively.
D. The PAN Security Domain
The PAN security domain must ensure that the user's
medical information is not misused or disclosed in a nonauthorized way. To this end, this section identifies and
discusses mechanism for: (i) entity management in the
security domain (Section VI.D.l), (i) privacy-aware
identification of a PAN in different MSNs at different
moments (Section VI.D.2), (iii) entity access control enforcing
that only authorized parties are allowed to join the PAN
(Section VI.D.3), and (iv) EH I access control ensuring that the
measured EHI in the PAN security domain cannot be
decrypted without proving the necessary access rights (Section

VI.D.4). Basic security services such as confidentiality
(Section III) are assumed to be provided by means of standard
symmetric efficient algorithms.
1) PAN Membership Management
The capability of adding and removing entities from a PAN
security domain in a dynamic and secure way ensures that
only authorized entities interact with the PAN. The PSM*
manages the PAN members, namely wireless medical sensors
and clinicians. WMSs sense the user's vital signs, and the
clinicians monitor the sensed patient's vital signs by means of
a clinician's PDA.
The PSM* discerns during the secure entity association
phase (steps IV - V) whether an entity is a WMS or clinician
as this information is encoded in the LDCs. The PSM* handles
these entities in a different way. On the one hand, on-body
WMSs (e.g., ECG) might be attached to or removed from the
patient body by clinical staff or just accidentally fall off
leading to false measurements. Thus, the PSM* periodically
sends requests to each WMS registered to the PAN via BCC. If
the PSM* does not receive a reply from one of them, the
PSM* knows that the on-body device is not in direct physical
contact anymore, and thus, the device is removed from the SD.
To this end, the PSM* sends a new PAN pseudonym, PAN
key, and LED blinking sequence to each PAN member.
Communication links between the PSM* and each node are
secured by the pairwise key generated with the MSN keying
material (Section V). Note that this step prevents attackers
from using the old keying material stored on the leaving WMS
to eavesdrop on the PAN communication links. The strategy
for other out-of-body WMSs, e.g. X-ray machines is slightly
different. The joining procedure takes place as above, but it
expires after a given period of time. On the other hand,
clinicians belonging to a PAN are only removed due to
changes in the access control policies, e.g., due to a context
change like change of ward. In this case, the PSM* updates the
PAN identifier, PAN key and LED blinking sequence
following the same procedure describe above.
2) PAN Privacy-Aware Identification
Using a global unique PAN identifier (UPI) for the whole
system is needed to link the medical data measurements in
different locations ensuring interoperability, but can lead to
privacy concerns. Thus, identity protection is provided by
using a hierarchy of pseudonyms to name a single PAN in a
different way in each MSN instead of the UPI directly. These
pseudonyms derive from the global UPI but cannot be linked
without authorization of the patient or the central healthcare
CA preventing an unauthorized user from tracking the patient
or linking the real patient identity to her medical data
generated in the PAN. We distinguish between master and
session PAN pseudonyms in each MSN. The first one
IDpANIMSN identifies the PAN in the MSN. This is the only
user identifier known to an MSN, Le., the MSN does not know
the UPI. I DPAN IM SN is authenticated during the set up of the
PAN security domain (Sections VI.C and VII) and generated
by applying a hash function to three parameters: the UPI, the
MSN identifier IDMSN' and the PAN master symmetric key
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KMaster-UPI:
IDpANIMSN = h(UP/IIIDMsNIIKMaster-uPI)

(3)

The second pseudonym is derived from the I D(PANIMSN) to
anonymize the PAN identity within the MSN for the current
session Si.
h(1DpANIMSN

I DpANIMSN-i =
IIh(KMaster-uPI

IIIDMsN) liSa

(4)

Each pseudonym identifies the PAN at a specific location
and time span. An attacker cannot link pseudonyms to the
user's UPI since he lacks the required secret KMaster-uPI. On
the contrary, the central health CA and the user have access to
this secret that they can prove, if needed, that any pair of
pseudonyms
belong
together.
The
secret
h(KMaster-uPI IIIDMSN) is known to the MSN trust center so
that the MSN can link the different pseudonyms of a PAN
within its MSN security domain.
3) Entity Access Control
The PSM* is used to ensure PAN access control, Le., to
decide whether a PAN member is allowed to do something or
not. This is done in a distributed manner from the MSN point
of view but in a centralized fashion from the PAN view point.
We implement a context-aware role-based access control
system. Role-based access control is enabled by encoding the
access control roles of an entity, e.g., a doctor, in the
lightweight digital certificate issued by the MSN trust center
(Section V). The roles are assigned during the entity
enrollment phase at the MSN. When an entity tries to join a
PAN, the PSM* verifies the roles held by the entity following
the general protocol in Section VI.C. Context-aware access
control policies are stored on the PSM* during patient
admission in the MSN and can be dynamically controlled by
the user's PAN. The context-aware access control policy
dynamically grants access depending on the context.
Considered context variables include health state, location,
time as well as external variables such as room temperature.
Authentication of the context sources (e.g., fixed MSN
sensors) is required to ensure the system security. This
approach enables access to the PAN to any clinician, e.g.,
when an emergency is detected [22]. Note that this paper does
not include all the details due to place constrains.
Fig. 3 depicts the overall entity access control procedure.
On the left side, we see the configuration phase in which the
different MSN entities receive a set of KM linked to an LDC
as described in Section V. Note that this configuration phase
can take place at different times, e.g., the PSM* is configured
with KM during patient admission in the MSN (Section VI.C).
On the right side, we observe a PAN comprising the PSM*
and a WMS. When a clinician PDA requests the readings from
a PAN's WMS (step 1), the PSM* firstly verifies that the PDA
holds the correct roles for the current context. If this step is
successful, the PDA joins the PAN security domain and the
PSM* sends a request to the WMS (step 2) to start
broadcasting the required information (step 3). Observe that
this procedure is centralized from the PAN view point but
distributed for the MSN since the MSN trust center is not

involved in this security handshake. This minimizes the delays
during normal system operation [7].
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Fig. 3. EnityAccess Control Procedure

4) EHI Management and Access Control
After receiving a graphic or a set of graphics, the tool will
check the files against a set of rules.
We use a PSM* centric approach for the secure storage and
processing of the electronic health information (EHI) sensed
in the PAN security domain. We derive two secrets from the
master symmetric key KMaster' First, we generate the PAN
key KpAN- i for the current session Si as KpAN- i =
h(KMaster-uPlIOISi)' The PAN key is used to create a PAN
security domain wherein the basic transmissions, e.g., for
PAN configuration, are encrypted and authenticated.
Second, we adapt the lightweight approach described of
Somiotti et al. [10] to enable controlled access to the EHI
depending on the corresponding access control restrictions.
This approach is based on an EHI access control hash chain
for the current session Si' We generate the anchor of the hash
chain as h(KMaster-UPlllISi), and the r th element of the chain
K(EHI-ilr) is calculated by applying r times a hash function on
the anchor. This hash chain has t links. The PSM* categorizes
the medical data in a total of t access control levels. The
smaller the access control level ACL , the higher the restrictions
to have access to the information. Thus, each WMS that joins
the PAN is assigned to an ACL between 1 and t, depending on
the type of EHI collected and current context, and receives the
corresponding encryption key K(EHI-iIACL) from the EHI
access control hash chain. The WMS encrypts the sensed PAN
vital signs with this key and sends this information to the
PSM* that is in charge of securely storing this information.
This simple approach enables two key functionalities, namely
access control broadcast and secure EHI storage.
Access control broadcast allows several clinicians with
different access rights to access the user's EHI in real time
without need of unicasting the information to only those
clinicians with sufficient access rights. If a clinician requires
access to the EHI, the PSM* checks his access rights for the
current context and assigns him an ACL for the current session
Si receiving the current EHI key K(EHI-iIACr)' Now, the
clinician can access all the encrypted broadcasted EHI in the
PAN encrypted with access control level ACL with ACL ~
AC' L ~ t . Note that this is possible as the keys are
generated by means of a hash function, i.e., given an
intermediate hash chain element, it is only possible to generate
the following chain elements. Note again that we differentiate
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between entity (Section VI.D.3) and EHI (Section VI.DA)
access control.
The encrypted medical data is stored on the PSM for fast
access to the patient health record together with some
unencrypted identification information including the PAN
pseudonym, the session pseudonym; and the access control
level. A keyed-hash message authentication code HMACK(m)
[15] calculated as the keyed hash of the fingerprint of the
stored information, (see (5)) is attached to the EHI allowing
for integrity.
HMACh(KMaster_uPlI11DMsN)(h(EHIIID - i - ACL ) )

(5)

This information allows the user or back-end services to
verify that the encrypted medical data has not been modified,
since it is protected by the HMAC and the secret
h(KMaster-UPI

IIIDMsN) .

For further protection of the EHI generated in the PAN
security domain, WMSs allow for automatic memory erasing.
This is triggered on a WM S if it detects that it has not been in
close physical contact with the patient's body for a time longer
than TThreshold' Observe that this is possible since body
coupled communication is used between WMSs and the
PSM*. The automatic memory eraser rewrites all the memory
data pages used to buffer and store sensed EHI preventing an
attacker from recovering private patient information.
5) Data Logging
All the actions carried out within the PAN are recorded on
the user's HCC. This guarantees auditing of medical actions
since the user's HCC can keep a record of all the WMSs and
clinicians who tried to have, or had access to the user's PAN.
The technical properties (tamper resistant nature and user
PIN) of smart cards prevent unauthorized access to this
information. Finally, the EHI is securely stored on the PSM
for fast access.
VII. BACK-ENDSECURITYLAYER
The last layer of our system relies on public-key
cryptography (PKC) aiming at the fully secure interoperability
of MSNs and PANs. This paper assumes a single and
centralized healthcare certification authority for simplicity,
however more complex trust models are expected. Each user
of the healthcare system owns a pair of public/private keys
linked to the user's unique patient identifier by means of a
digital certificate signed with the CA's private key. This
information is stored on the user's HCC. MSNs' trust centers
must also register with the healthcare CA and receive a pair of
public/private keys signed with the CA's private key. Our
security framework limits the use of PKC to two situations.
First, the set up of a secure communication link between PAN
and back-end services requires a public-key based handshake.
This occurs in very specific situations. For instance, when a
user joins an MSN and the user's HCC needs to securely
communicate with back-end services for storage of the sensed
medical data or to retrieve access control policies for the
M SN . Second, PKC is also used for mutual authentication of a
user and an MSN during the set up phase of the PAN SD

(Section VI.C). The centralized health CA keeps a backup of
the most relevant PAN secrets stored on the HCC (e.g. to
address the lost of a HCC) of each user including the unique
PAN's identifier and the PAN's master secret. This can be
done efficiently by deriving the PAN's master secrets
KMaster-UPI from a global master secret K by means of a oneway hash function as KMaster-UPI = h(KIUPI). The UPI and
master symmetric secret are used to generate all the
pseudonyms and symmetric keys used in the PAN. Therefore,
the health CA can determine whether EHI sensed in different
MSNs belong to the same user or not. This is needed for
interoperability reasons between MSN s.
VIII. SYSTEM EVALUATION
This section analyses the security, performance, and
operation of the proposed security framework.

A. Security Properties
This section discusses the security properties of our system
revising the high level security goals of Section III. We do it at
high level as the system includes many different features. A
more detailed analysis is not possible due to place limitations.
Privacy and access control are key problems. We use
pseudonyms to decouple the patient's identity in different
locations. Only authorized clinical personal can join a PAN
and access its data as each clinician receives a different access
right level depending on the roles encoded in her certificate
(entity access control). A clinician can decrypt more or less
information depending on this access right level (medical data
access control). Both pseudonyms and access control rights
are regularly updated, ensuring that only authorized personal
can link measured EHI at different locations or times.
Confidentiality is ensured in different ways. For the medical
data, the system encrypts the sensed data on the nodes. The
information is only disclosed to authorized personal. The
security information exchanged between nodes in an MSN is
protected by means of the pairwise keys generated with the
MSN lightweight solutions. Here, we assume the use of the
AES coprocessor present on commercial radio-chips such as
the IEEE 802.15.4 compliant CC2430. Besides, the exchange
of security information occurs over a body-coupled
communication (BCC) channel at the PAN. Experiments prove
that BCC propagation out of the body is around 20 or 40 dB
weaker than conventional wireless technology [12]. Hence, it
prevents attackers from eavesdropping on the security link and
limits access to the information to those nodes in direct
physical contact. Finally, BCC also allows for automatic
memory erasing, ensuring the data is not disclosed if a node is
removed from the PAN.
Entity authentication is ensured at different levels. The
back-end security layer provides users with a master identity
linked to master secrets and a public-key. This information
can be used to identify and authenticate the user in the whole
system. At the MSN level, we rely on the keying material
issued by the MSN trust center. This keying material is linked
to unique identifiers in a given MSN, and thus, allows for
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implicit entity authentication.
Message authentication, integrity and freshness are not
directly addressed in this paper. They can be enabled by
standard symmetric techniques on commercial radio chips.

B. System Performance and Availability
This paper aims at describing the interaction between PANs
and MSNs and the needed elements for their secure
deployment. This section analyzes the performance of the
main algorithms, their impact on the system, and our design
decisions. As proof of concept, we have implemented and
tested the lightweight algorithms of the MSN and PAN
security layers on the Philips AquisGrain sensor node.
We limit the use of public key cryptography (PKC) since
the execution of PK C operations requires several seconds [13]
on a typical resource-constrained sensor node platform [17]
inducing high delays and making the system prone to denial of
service attacks [7]. Thus, its use is restricted to those
procedures in which the performance is not a limitation or its
use inevitable, e.g., the bootstrapping phase of a PAN, and
communication with the back-end layer. Here, we assume the
use of standard public-key cryptography, symmetric
encryption, and hash algorithms.
For the MSN layer, we opt for the polynomial-based
TABLE II CONFIGURATION AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
N
1000
2000
5000

Relative
Rest'I'rency
24%
24%
19%

Memory
1997 B.
4028 B.
8089 B.

Number of
Multiplicat.
160
220
360

LDC
Security
110 bit
105 bit
99 bit

Time
13 ms.
16 ms.
23 ms.

security handshake (Section V) that can be executed in a few
milliseconds [7][21] (Table II) as verified during our tests.
Note that system availability is one of security requirements in
Section III, and the reason to use lightweight cryptographic
primitives for the resource-constrained WMSs, reducing the
energy use and delays, and preventing attacks. The design of
the MSN layer is performed assuming that an attacker cannot
compromise more than a given percentage (e.g., 20%.) of the
nodes in the network. In this system, we consider the use of at
least 80-bit long keys. Table II includes additional
configuration and performance parameters for different
network sizes. The system performance is measured by the
number of required 16-bit modular multiplications (CPU word
size on a sensor node) for key generation, the maximum
security provided by an LDC, and the overall expected time
for a combined key agreement and LDC verification
handshake. Note that this paper does not include the details of
those algorithm optimizations due to space reasons. They will
be published somewhere else [7]. The relative resiliency refers
to the percentage of nodes in a network of size N that are to be
compromised to break the system. Thus, our MSN design
seeks a trade-off between availability, offered security level,
system configuration and performance in this layer.
The PAN security layer is also very efficient. We only use
mechanisms based on symmetric cryptography several orders
of magnitude faster than PKC [15]. Body-coupled
communication requires much less energy than typical

wireless communications, and thus, this minimizes the energy
consumption of the system. The system uses pseudonyms and
HMACs generated by means of a hash function. Our practical
measurements showed that the calculation of a 128-bit hash
operation (AES -based Matyas-Meyer-Oseas hash function
[22]) requires 0.8 ms. In this part of our implementation, we
reserve 500 bytes for our context-aware access control policies
requiring less than one millisecond for the evaluation of a
simple logic. Finally, the EHI-access control approach used
has been proved to be feasible for sensor nodes [10].

C. Deployment and Workflow: Use Case
Robert, our user in Fig. 1, has joined a new pervasive
healthcare system offering strong security services as he wants
to protect and control the disclosure of his own EHI. At home
and on the way, his cell phone runs a generic health
application that allows home monitoring of Robert's vital
signs measured by means of a set of WMSs. Robert can plug
his HCC into his phone creating a secure link with back-end
services and identifying himself. Sometimes Robert has to go
to the hospital for a regular medical examination. When
Robert arrives at the hospital's admission desk, he uses his
HCC for identification and billing. Afterwards, the HCC is
inserted into a hospital PSM and a mutual authentication
handshake is carried out based on public key cryptography.
The PSM* is configured with the corresponding keying
material, lightweight digital certificate, and access control
policy for the hospital MSN at this step after secure access
with the central healthcare CA. Later, a nurse simply attaches a
set of WMSs to Robert's body. Each WMSs automatically
communicates with Robert's PSM* carrying out a key
agreement, authentication and authentication handshake over
BCC. Each WMS that successfully finishes this step becomes
a member of Robert's PAN receiving his PAN network key
and the current Robert's pseudonym. These nodes form an
independent security domain protecting Robert's privacy
sphere. The identities of nurse and WMSs are stored on the
Robert's HCC log file. As a doctor wants to monitor Robert's
vital signs, he briefly touches him, establishing a BCC channel
between PSM* and her PDA and completing an authentication
and authorization handshake. If the clinician holds enough
rights, the PSM* admits her in Robert's PAN so that she
receives Robert's security information including PAN key and
EHI key that allows her to access Robert's EHI.
IX. RELATED WORK
The main contribution of this paper is the design of a
security architecture considering the concepts of MSN, PAN,
and their inherent relationships. This problem has not been
addressed before for the best of our knowledge. For related
work on BCC, polynomial schemes, and access control we
refer to the references included in previous sections. The PAN
set up problem is discussed in [16],[6],[24], but it is not
performed in a secure manner. In [25] the authors present an
approach that allows devices on the body measuring the same
physiological values to generate a cryptographic secret. This
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approach allows securing a cluster (PAN) topology formation.
However, this scheme presents three main drawbacks. First, it
is still an open issue the secure connection of on-body with
off-body devices since the latter cannot measure physiological
parameters of the user. Second, the assumption that all sensors
can measure a common vital sign does not hold in practice.
Third, related approaches for key generation based on ECG
(e.g., [26],[27]) require a very precise time synchronization
between sensors and substantial processing power on the
medical sensors. In [28] the authors describe a trust model
based on public-key cryptography with some similarities to
our PSM*. However, this system does not address (i) the
specific interactions between MSNs and PANs and (ii) the
provision of services such as privacy-aware identification. The
provision of an end-to-end secure link [36] is not enough as
arbitrary WMSs must be associated to the user's identity. The
requirements of medical sensor networks have been studied in
a number of papers. In [33], the main security issues are
analyzed and key management is pointed out as the central
problem. J. Misic and V. B. Misic have worked on the area of
security and medical applications contributing many
publications such as [32]. Researchers at Harvard University
[31] and Imperial College [34] have pointed out the use of
public-key cryptography to set up secure communication links
between body sensor nodes (our MSN security layer).
However the performance of public-key primitives is
prohibitive for many real-world settings involving mobility.
Besides, those schemes do not address other important
features such as the interactions of PANs with different
MSNs. Finally, related work to identification, privacy
protection, or access control have been studied in, e.g., [29] or
[35] being applied to HealthGrid and not to sensor networks.
X. CONCLUSIONS
Pervasive healthcare solutions based on sensor networks are
starting to be deployed. This paper proposes a flexible and
extensible security framework that addresses both the
healthcare institution centric approaches predominant today
and the future patient-centric vision for healthcare systems by
introducing the MSN and PAN security layers. Both layers are
interconnected by the back-end security layer enabling a
unique, interoperable and secure pervasive healthcare system.
To address the specific legal [2][3][4] and operational
[7][19] needs of the system, we combine strong security
primitives such as public-key cryptography with lightweight
cryptographic primitives at the MSN and PAN layers
providing a trade-off between security, availability, and
efficiency. We further introduce key security mechanisms and
protocols running at the PAN security layer, such as the
methods to configure a PAN when a user joins an MSN,
distributed access control approaches, and privacy-aware PAN
identification in the whole system. Our preliminary
performance and operation analysis shows that our security
architecture can operate in a very efficient way without
modifying the expected medical workflow.
Simplicity is keep in mind for easy, autonomous, and

transparent management of the whole system in professional
environments where users without technical background must
be able to intuitively handle the (security) appliances given to
them. Our overall design accomplishes this by moving all the
set up procedures for PAN security to the moment when a user
joins an MSN. Here, the application of a tamper resistant
healthcare card for PAN identification and security
administration simplifies the PAN management and ensures
PAN interoperability in the whole system of MSNs.
Afterwards, the PSM* can supervise the PAN and its security
relationships within the MSN in an autonomous fashion. The
use of body-coupled communication makes handling with a
PAN extremely intuitive, as sensors only need to be attached
to the patient's body and the PSM* automatically and securely
configures them as members of the PAN security domain.
This paper provides, therefore, a comprehensive view of the
whole security framework, including security algorithms,
technologies, and procedures, specially designed to allow for
the secure deployment of wireless sensor networks for
pervasive healthcare applications.
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